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I went to my first sesshin in 1972 with Koryo Roshi.  
I was living in a Gurdjieff community at the time, but 
we sat zazen twice a day, every day, as part of our  
practice. And when I read The Three Pillars of Zen,  
I was definitely pulled by the romance and the promise 
of going to a Zen retreat with a famous Zen teacher.

It was a five-day sesshin, and although the experi-
ence was very intense and very valuable, I didn’t really 
understand what I was doing. But I definitely got a high 
being there, and signed up for another 
one. The second one, however, was 
nothing like the first. I was plagued 
with all the thoughts which many of 
you are familiar with—such as, “What 
am I doing here?” “What’s the point?” 
“This is a waste of time.” And so on.

Because I didn’t know that these 
were common thoughts, I simply 
believed them, and I left sesshin in the 
middle of the second day. I didn’t yet 
understand that sesshin wasn’t about 
feeling a particular way, nor did I understand how to 
work with the resistance and the difficult emotions 
when they arose. As a consequence, I now try to help 
newer students understand what sesshin is really about.

We often emphasize the importance of regularly  
attending sesshin, where we have the opportunity  
to really settle into all aspects of practice more deeply. 
Retreats create an artificial environment, minimizing 
external distractions so that we can look more  
deeply inward. 

Here, at Zen Center San Diego, where we stress 
both silence and still sitting, we often recommend 
that students start with shorter sesshins, so that they 
don’t feel overwhelmed. We also recommend frequent 
consultations with the teachers, to allow students the 

opportunity to clarify the many questions and issues 
that may arise during a retreat.

Since participants may feel both the physical 
discomfort from long days of sitting and the emotional 
discomfort that comes as our Pandora’s box of emo-
tions slowly opens, sesshin can be, in part, an act of 
“conscious suffering,” where we intentionally place 
ourselves in circumstances where we are forced to  
deal with difficulty. 

The retreat environment can  
push us in ways that we would never 
push ourselves on our own. But in  
doing this intentionally, every time  
we make an effort to stay with our  
experience, especially when it’s  
difficult, it is food for our Being, nour-
ishing qualities like perseverance and 
equanimity. And because sesshin offers 
us the opportunity to make these ef-
forts throughout the day, day after day, 
they become one of the prime ways 

our learning can go deeper.
Students often judge retreats as good or bad  

depending on how they feel when it’s over. If they  
feel calm and spacious, it’s thought of as a good  
retreat. If they feel discouraged or confused, it’s  
usually considered a bad retreat. 

But the real criterion for the quality of a sesshin 
is not how we feel but what we have learned, which 
can be very subtle, and perhaps not obvious right away. 
Sometimes we may feel very low at the end of a retreat 
and not even know what we learned until days after 
the retreat is over. I remember once being very discour-
aged when a sesshin ended, even questioning why I 
had made the effort to come. But several hours later, 
sitting on a plane going back home, the veil between 
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me and “reality” rose on its own, bringing a clarity 
that was deeper than anything I had ever experienced 
before. I wasn’t doing anything on the plane to make 
this happen; but what I had judged as wasted efforts at 
the retreat just needed time to be assimilated. After that 
experience, I began to look at 
sesshin very differently, no 
longer judging them based 
on how I felt, but rather as 
opportunities to learn on a 
deeper level. 

When I talk about learning, 
I’m not talking about acquiring 
conceptual knowledge, where 
we accumulate more facts; in 
practice, the learning process 
is experiential. Without the 
experiential component, with-
out our inner struggles, our 
understanding remains merely 
conceptual. To be transforma-
tive we must move from growth in mere knowledge to 
growth in Being-Awareness. This does not mean, howev-
er, that there is a bigger or better “me;” what it means is 
that we are connecting more fully with who we really 
are and with what life is. 

As an example of the learning process in retreats, a 
very common meditation instruction is to bring atten-
tion to the breath. At first, we usually understand this to 
mean we should focus on the breath in a very concen-
trated way. So when we go to sesshin we will follow 
this practice, often with the idea that if we stay really 
focused on the breath, we will become calm. This no-
tion is what most people believe meditation is about in 
the Me-phase of practice.

After we’ve worked with this practice for a while, 
our understanding may begin to change. As we sit and 
struggle through the long hours of retreats, there is 
often a shift from simply trying to become calm to-
ward viewing the breath as part of a wider container 
of awareness—the space within which we experience 
our thoughts and emotions. At this point we are moving 

from the Me-phase of practice into Being-Awareness, 
cultivating a larger sense of life.

But the awareness of the breath can take us even 
deeper over time. As we practice awareness of the breath 
through many retreats, it can become a touch point or 
portal into reality. Eventually, a very light, almost effort-
less awareness replaces the former disciplined focus 
on the breath. At some point we become aware of the 

breath breathing itself, like a breeze 
that goes right through us, without real 
effort. The breath touches lightly on 
the heart, and puts us in touch natural-
ly with the warmth of Being-Kindness. 
Paradoxically, this is both wonderful 
and also nothing special.

In short, using the breath for 
awareness can be understood very 
differently; but to go beyond the 
mental realm, our understanding must 
be grounded in our inner struggle to 
awaken. This is but one of the many 
ways that sesshins are so valuable, 
offering us the opportunity to take 
our learning to deeper levels, always 

grounded in our own experience. 
 But please remember, in reflecting on sesshin, we 

still have to come back again and again to the bigger 
picture of practice, which is to become awake to what 
life really is, and to live from the Being-Kindness that is 
our true nature. 

Ezra Bayda
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Application Instructions
Circle the sesshin for which you are applying.

Please print clearly to avoid delay in processing your application, and please fill out this form completely.

Mail in form no earlier than the mail-in date above, marked: Attention Sesshin Coordinator to the address below. The  
postmark will be entered as the application date. Please wait to make air reservations until your application has been  
confirmed. We will notify you as soon as decisions have been made. If you haven’t heard from us exactly one month  
before the sesshin begins, please contact the Center.

Please note: Applications cannot be considered unless a check for sesshin fees is included. Make checks payable to 
the Zen Center of San Diego. Mail to: 2047 Felspar St., San Diego, CA 92109-3551.

Arrival/Departure Schedule

Arrive by 6:30 pm the first night, unless 
this is your first sesshin. Newcomers 
please arrive in time for orientation, 
which begins at 4:30 pm. A light snack 
will be available the first evening.

Last day will end about 3:00 pm. 

Sesshin Schedule and Application

Sesshin Dates Length Member Non-Member
Mail-In Date  

for Application

August 14–19 5-day $150 $175 June 9

October 11–14 (Questhaven) 3-day $175 $200 August 15

December 26–31 5-day $150 $175 October 10

ALL BLANKS ON APPLICATION FILLED IN? ___ Yes ___ No Revised 4-8-12

a

Contact/Personal Information

Name  _________________________________________________________________________ Age _______ Gender _____

Address  _______________________________________________ City _______________________ State ____ Zip _______

Phone ________________________________________e-mail ___________________________________________________

Emergency contact (must be blood relative or spouse): Name  __________________________________________________

Relationship  ______________________________________________________ Phone ______________________________

Have you ever attended sesshins at ZCSD? ___Yes ___ No    This will be my ___1st ___ 2nd ___ 3rd ___ + sesshin at ZCSD

Date/location/teacher of your most recent sesshin ____________________________________________________________

Work Skills (circle): cooking, shopping prior to sesshin, electrical, carpentry, painting, computer, gardening, sewing, flower  
arranging, jobs prior to sesshin, other:  ______________________________________________________________________

Physical conditions limiting participation: ___________________________________________________________________

Agreement
I agree to maintain a daily sitting practice from the time of this application through the sesshin. I will participate  
in the entire schedule, including interviews, sittings, meals, work, and any assigned tasks. If I 
do not plan to participate in the entire schedule, my request for exception is attached to this 
application. I will be on time for all activities. I understand that my physical, mental, and emotional well-being are 
my own responsibility. Zen practice is not a substitute for therapy. I am capable of undertaking the rigors of a sesshin 
at this time. I am seeking medical or therapeutic treatment for any condition(s) I have, and have revealed all pertinent 
information on this form. I will sign a waiver releasing ZCSD from accident and injury liability.

 _____________________________________________     __________________________________________________ 
 Name (please print legibly)                                                                                      Signature
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Parking is Practice

Please park at least two blocks away and please be mindful of our neighbors.

Dawn Sitting

Weekdays, Monday–Friday, 6:00–7:00 am

Tuesday Evening

Two Sittings, 6:30–8:00 pm

Wednesday Evening

Two Sittings, 6:30–7:40 pm

Practice Seminar follows  

(until about 8:20 pm)

Thursday Evening

Two Sittings, 6:30–8:00 pm

Saturday Morning

8:30 am Work Practice

8:45 am Introductory Workshop  

  for newcomers;  Follow-up  

  instruction for those who have  

  attended introduction

9:00–Noon Three Sittings, Dharma Talk

First Sunday Morning Each Month

Three Sittings, 9:00–11:00 am

Schedule

FOLD

FOLD

Announcements
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Due to the expense and to new complications with 

mailing the Newsletter, starting in September we 

will be sending the Newsletter via e-mail, as a PDF 

attachment. If you would like to continue receiving 

the Newsletter, please send your e-mail address to: 

newsletter@zencentersandiego.org. You won’t receive 

the newsletter unless we receive your address.

August Sesshin 

Applications are still being accepted for the August 

sesshin (8/14-8/19).


